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Dr. Donald Q. Lamb
Dr. Alan P. Lightman
This report covers research by the	 Principal Investigator.
Don Q. Lamb and Alan P. Lightman, and by Visiting Scientist and
Smithsonian Fellow Peter Me'szaros who has been hired under the
grant, during the period 15 October 1981. 	 to 14 April 1982.
The research of Don Q. Lamb has concerned X-ray emission
from degenerate dwarf stars, the physics of gamma-ray burst sources,
and evolution of degenerate dwarf stars.
1.	 X-ray and UV Radiation from Accreting Nonmagnetic
Degenerate Dwarfs
Lamb, in collaboration with N. D. Kylafis of Caltech and
the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, has carried out an
analytical model calculation of the circumstellar ionization
structure of a spherically accreting degenerate dwarf. 	 Unlike
previous analytic treatments, they use self-consistent values
^^ of the parameters, and consider possible nuclear burning of the«
accreting matter.	 They find that the blackbody radiation emitted
from the stellar surface ionizes hydrogen a%id helium out to
distances much larger than a typical binary separation, and that
the bremsstrahlung hard X-rays ionize heavy elements out to
i considerable distances. 	 However, for low-mass stars or high
accretion rates, absorption has a pronounced effect on the
fobserved X-ray spectrum. This work was recently submit
The Astrophysical Journal.
2. Continuum and Line Spectra of Degenerate Dwarf X-ray
Sources
Lamb summarizes recent observations of degenerate dwarf
X-ray sources, and review, theoretical work on their continuum
spectra and lines. He discusses some of the important unresolved
issues concerning these sources, and concludes with an outline
of the kinds of X-ray observations that would best advance our
understanding of them. This work is to be published in
Proceedings of the Goddard WorjA op on X-ray Astronomy, ed.
S. Holt; and has been submitted to Space Science Reviews.
3. X-ray Emission from VV Puppis
Lamb, in collaboration with Joe Patterson, G. Fabbiano, and
John Raymond (all of the Center for Astrophysics), Keith Horne
(Caltech), and Nick White and Jean Swank (NASA-Goddard), has
reported X-ray and ultraviolet observations of the accreting
magnetic degenerate dwarf VV Puppis. These observations show
it to be a spectacular source at soft X-ray energies (0.1-0.3 keV),
but only weakly detected in hard X-rays and the ultraviolet. The
orbital light curves in soft and hard X-rays are in excellent
agreement with the mean optical light curve, indicating that
essentially all the accretion luminosity data and the optical
spectroscopy dictate a fairly well-constrained geometry for the
system, but it is not understood why the soft X-rays so thoroughly
dominate the energy budget of the system. This is a general
problem in the AM Herculis stars, and possible solutions are
discussed. This work is being submitted to The Astrophysical
Journal.
4. Degenerate Dwarf Evolution
Lamb, in collaboration with Don Winget and Hugh Van Horn
(University of Rochester), has carried out new evolutionary
calculations of degenerate dwarf evolution. These calculations
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include results for stratified envelopes composed of He/C and
H/He/C. The results are generally in good agreement with the
observational luminosity function recently derived by Liebert
and Sion (1981). Comparison of the theoretical and observational
luminosity function does indicate that the faint degenerate dwarfs
now seen are descendants of the earliest-formed moderate mass
stars in the galaxy, and has important implications for the rate
of star formation in the galaxy at early times. This work is in
preparation.
5. Gamma-ray Bursts
Lamb and Meszdros are working on the X-ray spectra and
polarization properties of pair plasmas in strong magnetic fields,
with application to the gamma-ray bursts. They find that the
observed gamma-ray burst spectra are well-accounted for by high
temperature cyclotron (gyrosynchrotron) emission, and that the
circular and linear polarization properties of the spectrum are
a unique diagnostic of the fraction of pairs in the plasma. They
plan to extend their treatment to the cooling of hot pair plasmas,
with the object of studying the temporal evolution of the contin-
uum and the annihilation line, and comparing the results with
observations.
The research of Alan P. Lightman concerned the structure of
relativistic thermal plasmas and a general comparison of theories
versus observations of the X-ray emission from quasars and active
galaxies.
1. Pair Processes and Equilibria in Relativistic Thermal
P a^ msas
Lightman has investigated the equilibria available to
relativistic thermal plasmas, taking into account the electron-
positron creation and annihilation processes and photon production
within the plasma. A major result is that for each value of
TN = RNoT , there is a maximum temperature of an optically thin
1
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plasma. (Here R and N are the size and proton number density,
respectively, of the plasma and a  is the Thomson cross section.)
This and associated results provide astrophysically relevant
constraints on the sizes and temperatures of the emitting regions
of quasars and active galaxies. Radiation spectra, which are
directly observable, are also computed. This work was recently
published in The Astrophysical Journal, 253, 842 (1982).
2. Cyclotron Photons in Relativistic Plasmas
The above project is now being extended by the inclusion of
a magnetic field. Such a field produces cyclotron photons that
may dominate the internally produced photons. The new photons
will inverse Compton scatter up in energy and eventually partici-
pate in pair producing reactions. This work is still in progress.
3. Theory 	 Observations in X-rays from Quasars and
Active Galaxies
We compile the observations of time variability and spectra
from a large number of sources and test these results against
various theoretical ideas for the conditions at the chanters of
AGN and QSOs and the radiation mechanisms. The observed time
variabilities seem to require highly efficient E > 0.1 accretion
onto massive black holes, with emission regions near the
Schwarzschild radius. The observed spectra, which are power law
with energy index a 0.7, are consistent with nonthermal
emission by relativistic electrons and possibly with thermal,
Compton emission by semirelativistic electrons. It is important
to observe spectral turnovers at high energies to further
delineate theoretical models. This work is to be published in
Proceedings of the Goddard Workshop on X-ray Astronomy, ed.
S. Holt; and has been submitted to Space Science Reviews.
4. Statistical Analyses of X-ray Sources in Globular Clusters
Some outstanding puzzles regarding X-ray emitting globular
clusters (XEGC)are (a) Why do globular clusters provide a favorable




unusually near the galactic center? (c) Why do the obsery
clusters never contain more than a single discrete X-ray s_____.
Adopting the model that X-ray sources in clusters consist of
binary systems formed by two-body tidal interactions and using
statistical analyses of the data, we find a plausible explanation
for all these puzzles. We find a positive correlation between
the two-body binary formation time, t B2 , and the distance from
galactic center, R, for globular clusters in general. XEGC have
significantly small values cf R and tB2 . The values of tB2 and
inferred lifetimes for X-ray sources yt.eld rough quantitative
agreement with the observed rate of occurrence o17 X-ray sources.
This work was done in'collaboration with Josh Grirdlay and is in
press of The Astrophysical Journal.
Peter Meszaros is working on accretion problems and plasma
effects of a+e-
 pairs, with application to gamma-ray bursters
and active galactic nuclei.
I. Plasma Effects of a +e-
 Pairs in a Neutron Star Magnetic
F led
Mesz9ros, in collaboration with D. Lamb, is studying plasma
effects of a+e-
 pairs in a neutron star magnetic field. When
the pair density exceeds the nucleon density, they should strongly
influence the dielectric properties of the medium, and produce
observable effects in the polarization of X-rays. This would
also modify the radiative cross sections (scattering, bremsstrah-
lung) -to an extent that one can expect observable spectral effects
to be correlated with the ( possibly time dependent) pair density
in gamma-ray bursters.
2. Time Dependent Behavior of a Light Pulse in a Scattering
Me 1um
Time dependent behavior of a light pulse in a scattering
medium is being studied in collaboration with G. Rybicki. The
second time derivative of the time -dependent plane-parallel







by expansion in eigenfunctions, for the case of a finite slab,
yielding an analytic solution. This is being tested at present
to verify that it yields the correct physical behavior. This
would be directly applicable to X-ray bursters, especially if
in the fu-ure this is extended to include first order frequency
changes in the scattering kernel.
3. Pair Formation Effec ,"-, s in Shocks Around Spherically
Accreting Black Holes
MdszAros is studying pair formation effects in shocks around
spherically accreting black holes with J. P. Ostriker (Princeton).
At radii $ 10 3 x Schwarzschild radius the post-shock electron
temperature could be sufficient to create pairs, which then
increase the opacity. It is suspected that for supercritical
accretion rates this could give rise to a runaway pair density,
which may stabilize at a particular shock radius, which depends
on the pair density near the front and on the flow between the
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We have carried out an analytical model calculation of the ionization structure
of matter accreting onto a degenerate dwarf. Unlike previous analytic treatments of
this problem. we use self-consistent values of the various parameters and include the
possibility of nuclear burning of the accreting matter. We find that the blackbody radi-
"tion emitted from the stellar surface keeps hydrogen and helium ionized out to dis-
tances much larger than a typical binary separation. Except for low mass (M S 0.5 MG)
I stars or high accretion rates. the assumption of complete ionization of the elements
heavier than helium is a good first approximation. For low mass stars or high accre-
tion rates the validity of assuming complete ionization depends sensitively on the dis-




In a series of recent papers (KylaAs and Lamb 1981, hereafter Paper 1: Weast
at aL, 1981: imamura at aL. 1981). the results of a compi chensive study of X-ray and
UV emission from accreting nonmagnetic degenerate dwarfs were reported. One of the
basic assumptions in this work was that the outgoing radiation is capable of keeping
the infalling matter ionized without significant losses due to photoabsorption. In order
to justify this assumption we have carried out a self-eonsiv ant analytical model calcu-
lation of the ionization and temperature structure of the accreting matter (Kylafis
1978; see also Hayakawa 1973; Fabian, Pringle. and Rees -1976; and Ross and Fabian
1980).
Among the first to consider the physical conditions of the gas surrounding a
source of X-rays were Tarter. Tucker. and Salpeter (1969). They carried out numerical
calculations of the ionization anil s emper nture structure of a uniform density. opti-
cally thin spherical gas cloud with a point sou,-ee of hard X-rays at its center. for a grid
of radiation temperatures and hydrogen number densities. Optically thick environ-
ments with the same geometry were computed by Tarter and Salpeter (1969). A
deficiency in both of the above calculations is that Compton heating of the gas was
ignored. Tarter and McKee (1973) calculated numerically the various contributions to
the average absorption cross section for a gas excited by power-law. brefrasstrahlung.
and blackbody sources of radiation. They used methods similar to Tarter, Tucker. and
Salpeter (1969). but in addition they included . Compton heating. Huff and McCray
(1974) presented numerical calculations of the ionization and temperature structure
of optically thin matter falling spherically symmetrically onto a neutron star or a
black hole. Transfer of radiation through a spherically symmetric. optically thick gas
cloud surrounding a point source of X-rays was also studied by Hatchett, Huff, and
McCray (1976) in a way similar to that of Tarter and Salpeter (1909). but with Compton
.4-
heating and the Auger effect included. Their calculations. however. do not apply to
cases where the optical depth )t electron scattering is larger than one because they
did nut include the Mfferts of rampton scattering on the X-ray spectrum. Such effects
were included in subsequent calculations (Ross. Weaver. and McCray 1978; Langer. Russ,
and McCray 1978; and Ross 1979).
Hayakawa (1973) carried out analytical model calculations of the ionization
structure of matter secreting onto compact stars, but due to unavailable calculations
f he adopted inconsistent values of the X-ray luminosity. the bremestrahlung tempera-
tune, and the stellar mass in his attempt to explain the spectrum of See X-1. Ross and
Fabian (1980) were the first to compute numerically the effects of photoabsorption on
the spectrum produced by spherical accretion onto s degenerate dwarf when the infal-
ling gas is optically thick to Compton scattering. They described the results obtained
for accretion onto a 1 MOO degenerate dwarf and discussed briefly the implications for
lower mass stars. A more completes survey for all stellar masses is now underway and
will, be presented elsewhere (Ross. Fabian. Kylafls. and Lamb 1981).
In this paper we present an analytical model calculakion of the ionization and
temperature structure of the matter accreting onto a degenerate dwarf. as well as the
effects of photoabsorption on the emitted X-ray spectrum. using a method similar to
that of liayakawa (1973). but taking values for the different parameters consistent
4	 with our earlier calculations (Paper 1; Weast of al. 1981). This work does not have the
accuracy of the numerical calculations of Ross and Fabian (1980). but it has the
advantage of being analytical.
The calculations reported here assume: (1) steady. spherically symmetric
accretion, (2) weak or no magnetic field, and (3) that elements heavier than hydrogen
have only two stages; of iunization: hydrogenie and fully ionized. The first two aasump-
tions were justified in Paper I. The third one is reasonable, because the
A
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photoionization cross sections are dominated by the K-shell. This assumption. how-
ever. will cause the absorption edges to appear at higher onergies than expected for
neutral elements (Brown and Could 1970; Fireman 1974).
In 9 Il we estimate the physical conditions of the accreting matter. the ioniza-
tion due to bremastrahlung and blackbody radiation. and tLa effect of photcabsorption




II. CALCULATIONS	 OF POOP (QUALITY
a) Physical Canditavne
A qualitative picture of X-ray emission by accreting degenerate dwarfs was
presented in Paper I. One of the conclusions there was that the outgoing spectrum
consists of threw components: the bremsstrahlung from the emission region. the
blackbody radiation from the stellar surface. and the secondary radiation emitted
from the heated infalling matter. In what follows we neglect the secondary radiation
and make the following simplifying assumptions: ,1) We approximate the
bremsstrahlung component with za exponential spectrum
L (E) = Ls e '-"r-kTs	 (1)
where L. is the total luminosity of this component and T. is its characteristic, tempera-
ture, and 2) we assume that the blackbody component is described by a : lanckian dis-
tribution of Lemperature Tbb given by equation (All) in the Appendix. i.e., we neglect
Comptoni7ation effects because they are small. In contrast. Compton scattering effects
on the bremsstrahlung component are very important and we take them into account
by using the so-called scattering time approximation (Paper I). In this approximation.
the final energy ;) I a photon traversing an optical depth to electron scattering T„ will
V




independent of its initial energy (Iliarionov and Sunyaev 1972); tha: is. all photons
with initial energy greater than Eo will be degraded to about E = Eo. If we identify the
(2)
energy Eo with kTs. and use equation (A24) we find from equation (2) the optical depth
-7-
r„ up to which no significant degradation of the X-ray spectrum occurs. We ,get
Mci	 5 x 100 cm
	 (3)
which corresponds to an accretion rate A! p 5 x 11-2 A/S . independent of stellar mass.
Thus. we take the bremsstrah lung component to be described by equation (1) with the
spectral temperature T. given by




m z = 7.t3 x 10-` ( M )(`	 Rs
	)-^( M )-s keV for M > 5 x 10
-4 Aidr„	 Mw u x 10 cm	 Iila
The luminosity L= is given. in the same: approximation. by




(1 — A)	 for Jut 5 5 x 10'2 ife
I
(5)
for it > 0 x 10'2
 My .
if nuclear burning of the accreting matter does not occur (see Appendix A) and
significantly less than that if nuclear burning occurs at the accretion rate (W©ast at at.
1901). Here z = 7n,c s/(r„ kTo) and V I (r) is an exponential integral tabulutecl by
Abramowitz and Stegun (1065).
•B-
We can estimate the physical conditions of the accreting matter by considering
the relevant physical processes and comparing the corresponding titnescales. The
most important heating mechanisms are compression. Compton scattering. free-free
absorption, and photoabsorption, while the dominant cooling mechanism is
bremsstrahiung (Paper I). At low accretion rates. a comparison of timescales shows
compression to be the dominant heating mechanism with a timescale equal to the
free-full one. The accreting matter in this case is completely ionized and the tempera-
ture profile is that given in Paper 1. At high accretion rates, the major contributions to
heating come from Compton scattering, free-tree absorption. and photoabsorption
with timescales tca. t»Q , and tp respectively (see Appendix). A comparison of these
tirnescules gives
tca = 1 .7 (-jx -s(T )r/'( T ) -ems ( 	 r	 ) "i f fe	 0.5	 7s	 T"	 5 x 106
 cm
( 5 x Us cm 
) ti^t ( me ) -8	 (7)
tch 
=0.3 x 10^ (M )-^(	 R	 )$E XZ a (Z )1 J F 3(	 - ^^( It )T 3 . (8)tp	 MG	 5 x 10u cm g	 ^ Fs	 k7 s
where Es(y) and E4(y) are exponential integrals tabulated by Abramowitz and Stegun
(1905). XZ is the fraction of neutral atoms with atomic number Z. and a (Z) the abun-
dance of element Z relative to hydrogen. Since T << T, we secs from equation (7) that
Compton heating dominates free-free absorption. except for high accretion rates or
when the accreting matter undergoes nuclear burning. In both cases. fs << 0.5.
Heating due to photoabsorption comes primarily from the most abundant of
the heavy elements. For these elements we use the abundances a (Z) relative to
.9-
hydrogen given by Brown and Gould ( 1970) and Fireman ( 1974): C (4.0
(1.1 x 10-4). 0 (6.9 x 10-4), Ne 11.0 x 10 -4). Mg (2.5 x 10-5). Si (3.2 x 10 -s). S
(2.2 x 10-5). Ar (7.6 x 10-6). and Fe (
.
4.0 x 10-5). With these abundances and equation
(8) we are led to the conclusion that for high mass stare Compton heating dominates
over heating by photoabsorption. Thus, the temperature profile of the accreting
matter is determined by balancing Compton heating and bremsrtrahlung cooling for
low and moderate accretion rates and by balancing free-free absorption and
bremsstrahlung for high accretion rates or when nuclear burning occurs. We get then
respectively
6.6 x 107 ('X)( I )a( M )s(	 R	 )-4(	 r	 )-t K	 forlil S 5 x 10-8 Ms
	
2 0.5 MO 5 x 108 cm








re	 )_ t( lit ^-♦ 
K for M > 0 x 10'z if,
	
0.5 Mo 5 x 10 em
	
5 x 10 cm	 Y6
and
T(r) = 7.2 x10 5 (2)"(-L)t/4(M ^(
	
	 RO )"0
5 x 10 cm
(	 r	 )-4/b(M )1/4 K
	 (9b)5 x 108 cm	 ME
For low mass stars or high accretion rates, photoabsorption may alter the picture
significantly. Detailed numerical calculations of the ionization and temperature struc-
ture of matter accreting onto degenerate dwarfs of any mass are now underway and
will be reported elsewhere (Russ et al. 1981; see also Ross and Fabian 19130).
In the next two subsections we determine the ionization structure of the infal-
-10-
ling matter by balancing locally the rate of photoionization with the rate of recombina-
tion. This local balance is justified because the timescales for photoionization (A24)
and recombination (A27) are much smaller than the free fall timescale (A3). Colli-
sioonl ionisation and recombination. as well as dieleetronic recombination. are not
important because of the low temperature of the accreting gas (Tucker and Could
1966).
b) Blackbocly Spectrum
By balancing the rate of photoionization (A22) by the blackbody component
with the rate of recombination (A25) and assuming that photoubsurption by the
accreting matter does not alter the blackbody spectrum we get
NJ LZ
JVP1 r
where N1 and Ni- ' are the number donsitics of ionized and neutral atoms, respec-
tively, with atomic number Z and lZ is defined as the radius at which the element with
atomic number Z is half ionized and half neutral. In deriving equation (10) it was





where Te, is given by equation (Ali) and the temperature profile (9a) has been used.
Figure 1 shows Is as a function of A for hydrogen. helium. and carbon for a 1.2 My
degenerate dwarf. These curves were calculated using f = fe = 0.5. f, consistent with
equation (0). X = 2. and v(0)(IZAT) = 1. One sees that hydrogen and helium are indeed
ionized out to distances much larger than a typical binary separation. Elements
heavier than carbon are essentially unaffected for the parameters used in this case.
c) Dremsstrahlung Spectrum
As in the previous subsection. a balancing of the rate of photoionization by the
bremsstrahlung component with the rate of recombination results in an equation of
the form (10) with
la = 2.0 x 10i0 ( Z) (	 ) ()3(5
 x p0 cm 8E4( kT s Z v l0 ( kT ) cm (12)
for all accretion rates. In deriving equation (12) we used equation (Oa) and assumed
again that photoabsorption by the infalling matter does not alter the bremsstrahlung
spectrum. Although lZ does not depend explicitly on M. the accretion rate comes in
implicitly via fs and Ts. Figure 2 shows the variation of 12 with M for the most abun-
dant elements heavier than helium and a 1.2 Mo degenerate dwarf. Again f = fe was
taken equal to 0.5. f: consistent with eq. (a). x = 2. and 00)(I21,U) = 1. Hydrogen and
helium are not shown because the photoionizing capability of the brems-,trahlung
spectrum on these elements is touch smaller than that of the blackbody spectrum.
From Figure 2 one sees that the heavy elements are strongly ionized. It is
nevertheless important to ask the fallowing question. Suppose that a photon of energy
E reaches !Z without being absorbed. At this point the photon begins encountering
mainly neutral atun ►s of atomic; number Z. How fur will it go beyond l:.., before being
absorbed? In other words. we want to calculate the mean free path to absorption
-
-12-
1s(E.Z) at the radius r = 1s. The dimensionless parameter ys(E) = 1s11,(E.Z I (Tarter
and Salpoter 18119) then gives a qualitative picture of the ionization structure of the
element Z near r = Is. If yz << 1. the transition from mostly ionized to mostly neutral
atoms Z within 1Z is negligible. If yz >> 1. on the other hand, the above transition, is
sharp and one has a characteristic Stromgren sphere situation or the clement Z. In
this case there is significant absorption within lZ and the Stromgren sphere will form
near the radius at which the optical depth to absorption due to element. Z becomes
equal to one. Since
1 (E.Z ) = a(E.Z) Nj-t = 8.3 110
-is (^ )3 a (Z )NH	 (13)
u
one gets for •yz
yZ(F' ) = -! v 1 10tz ( ^^ )3 
a (Z )
 `^jz (5 




The largest value of yz(E) occurs at E = !Z , and it is this value that is plotted in Figure
3 as a function of M for a 1.2 Me degenerate dwarf and for the most abundant heavy
elements. Since the individual curves for silicon. magnesium and sulfur lie very cloy
to one another. all three of them have been represented by one curve. The same is
true for nitrogen and neon. It is evident from Figure 3 that for accretion rates up to
10-3 Ms none of the heavy elements forms a Stromgren sphere. As the accretion rats;
is increased. first oxygen and then carbon form Stromgren spheres. wliile the rest of
the heavy elements are still not contributing significantly to photoabsorption of the
radiation.
Knowing the ratio of ionized to neutral atoms Z from eq. (12). one can write for





Then. the optical depth to photoabsorption %(S.Z) due to element Z from R to infinity
is given by
1Z
The attenuation of the radiation is described by 7-^ = (3r&-r,,)1.12 rather than by r. (Bah-
call 1966). For 7,^ >> 1 thb attenuation goes roughly as r^v-10. while for ro << 1 it goes
as e- ^ Figure 4 gives r; at the ionization potential of each element as a function of )^
for a 1.2 Mo star. Again. Si. Mg. and S have been represented by one curve because the
individual curves Ue very close to each other. similarly N and Ne have been represented
by one curve. A deries of spectra for a 1.2 Me degenerate dwarf and accretion rates
)^ = 10-3. 4 x 10-3. 10-2 . and 4 x 10-2 )^,V is shown in Figure 5. The effect of the black-
body spectrum on carbon is not taken into account in this figure. One sees that for
accretion rates above 10-2 fit carbon and oxygen absorption edges begin to cut
significantly into the spectrum. Yet, most of the hard X-ray luminosity escapes
because Compton degradation is negligible for accretion rates up tu ubuut 5 x 10-7 ^1'.
For higher accretion rate. photoubsorption of the Lower part of the spectrum and




Although a number of assumptions have been made in the above mod
-14-
Lion. the results shed considerable light onto the problem of photoabsorptiun by the
accreting matter. The fact that the stellar blackbody radiation ionizes the infalling
hydrogen and helium out to distances larger than a typical binary separation has two
important consequences. First, as far as Compton scattering is concerned, ali. of the
infalling matter is ionized because the elements heavier than helium constitute only a
small fraction of it. Therefore, the Compton scattering effects discussed in Paper I are
still valid indefendent of any absorptio:. effects. Second the radiation pressure on the
accreting matter due to photoabsorption is much less than what it waUld be if
hydrogen and helium were neutral and therefore electron scattering is the dominant
source of radiation pressure. As a result, the limiting luminosity is not significantly
reduced from the Eddington value.
The secondary radiation emitted from the accreting matter has been neglected
in this calculation, but it could modify the calculated ionization structure. Although U
is not expected to have any effect ou iron, it could enhance the ionization of carbon
and oxygen, and therefore reduce photoabsorption. An increase in the ionization of
carbon can also be caused by the blackbody radiation as we can see from Figure 1.
Compton scattering tends to smear out any absorption edges that are present (Ross,
Weaver. and McCray 1970). Ilowevur. this effect has not been taken into account hero.
In summary, our results lead one to the conclusicn that the assumption of
complete ionization is a good first approximation for high mass (M ,Z 1 Mu) stars, but
may not be adequate for low mass (,VS 0.5 Ma) stars. It should be pointed out, how-
ever, that unlike scattering. photoabsorption occurs far from the star. Thus. the
importance of photoabsorption is a strong function of the distribution of matter in the
binary system. It is possible, therefore, in some degenerate dwarf X-ray sources to




The velocity. density. inflow timoscale. and kinetic temperature of matter fal-
ling freely and spherically symme' rically onto a degenerate dwarf of mass M and radius
R are given as functions of radius r and accretion rate A by
`	
v!! _ (2C^1f r)siz = 7.3 x lOtl(M)s^z(	 rtl	 cm s" s 	 (Al))JO 5 x 10 cm
PJl 4n ^ = 2.4 x 10-7






g cm-0 .	 (A2)




Tff = ( "Nok ) ( CT)  = 2.0 x 109 (M) (	 r e	 )-s K ^	 (A4)MO " 5 x 10 cm
where No is Avigadro ' s number. µ is the mean molecular weight per particle. C is the
gravitational constant. and a composition X = 0.7. Y = 0.3 has been assumed. The
non-relativistic electron -ion bremsstrahlutig rate of energy emission per unit volume
(Allen 1973) is
	
ASR = 32 ( 3	 nr 	 c) 
sA a °l?^ ( kT 
a) sit g n& nt 	 (A5)Itm, c s
where n. and nj
 are the number densities of electrons and ions respectively. T is their
temperature. Z is the ionic charge. and g is the Gaunt factor. Using the density profile
n1
• 17-
W) we can And the bremsstrahlung cooling timoseale. It it
t	 2 n.kT 
s 9.1 x 10 -3(	 r	 ) ( T )1A IM ) 1/2
°' _ Adis{	 5 x 100 cm	 1Od K	 Me
R	
I ^I) -, s .
^5x 103 cm )
 ^MN
For a bremastrahlung source of photons of luminosity Ls and temperature
kT= << ma cs and a Maxwellian distribution of electrons with temperature T << Ts, the
nourelativistic rate per unit volume: of energy lust by the photons to the electrons is
given by (Levich and Sunyaev 1970)
kT=
rNB= U=cn.or^ 2c
where the'Luminosity Ls = f CMM/R and the energy density U= are related via
=
cU= = X 
L 2
where X determines the isotropy the radiation field. The Compton heating timescale


















ConsiAnr blackbody radiation with luminosity
Gee = f  CRA! + g X Ai .e f CR(X	 (A10)
produced by accretion onto a degenerate dwarf. Here fl,
 
is the fraction of the accre-
tion luminosity emitted as blackbody radiation and we have included the possibility
that the accreting matter is burning at the accretion rate. The value of q for the PP1
chain is 6.3 >4 10 18 ergs s' 1 . if nuclear burning does not occur, q = 0 and the
parameter f = fe ranges from - 0.5 to ;6 1 .0 depending on the accretion rate ( Paper 1).
However, if nuclear burning occurs, 4 S f = f6 + q X R/(CM) S 240 (Weast 1981). The
temperature of such blackbody radiation is given by
Tee = ( Lee )1i4 = 8.0 x 106 (_L)s/a( M )1/4v41FR'	 0.5	 Ko
)-1 	 1/4 K 	 1( 5x 106 cfn )
	(ifr	 (Al(	 )
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. When this radiation passes through accret-
ing matter of temperature T. free free absorption results iu heating of the fnatter with
a rate
2n
W Noe° 	 R'	 3 k' 66 fiz Tbb 2
rf^°	 9 hm,c2 X r2 Pno( ,m'c2 ) ( T ) (Al2)
and a corresponding timescale
•	 -lp-
t!!• = 2.3 x 10-s(X) -1( T )e^( r )vs` ^)9^(.R)-^2	 Ta	 T,	 5 x 100 cm
	 5 x 108 cm
(^ )(^—^, ) 1 s	 (A13)
Note that in equations (Al2) and (A13) we assume T Z TN. we used the semiempirical
formula (Paper I)
kTs M 30 (M)(5 x Qs cm)-t keV. ,	 (A14)
and we assumed that the energy density U66 and the Aux L66/4nr2 are related in a way
similar to that of equation (AO).
Let NJ- ' be the number density of the hydrogenie element with atomic number
Z. Ia = 1:3.0 Z2 uV its ionisution potential, and U(L'.r) the spectral energy density of We
radiation field. Then the heating rate per unit volume rip due to photoubsorption by
the element Z is given by
!'P = 1V^-I % • cU E,r v(E.Z) (E - Iz) dE3^, j	 (A 15)
where the hydrogenic photoionization cross section v(E,Z) is given by Bethe and aal-
peter(1895)
.Zv E	 = 6.3 x 10- ' s Iz 3( )	
ZZ	
(^.) cmE E 2 Iz	 (A16)




and the photnabsorption rate per unit volume due to element Z then becomes
f$ =NZ'' t --X Ls IZ 6.3 x 10- 'a11EA IZ ^ — E 4( fZ )r;	 (AIG)4nr2 kTs	 Ze	 kTs	 kT=
where E 3(r) i ad I:4(x) are exponential integrals tabulated by Abramowitz and Stegun
(1965). If we denote the total number density of atoms with atomic number Z by NZ
and the fruction of neutrals by XZ, we can write
NI-I
 = XZ d(') NN	 (A19)
where a (Z) is the abundance of the element with atomic number 2 relative to
hydrogen and NN is the total number density of hydrogen. Since hydrogen and helium
are the most abundant elements in the accreting matter. and since they are com-
pletely ionized out to very large distances from the stellar surface (see § 11. b), we take
n. = NH + 2NH. = NH(i + 2 x 6.3 x 10-2) = 1.17 NH
 ,	 (A20)
where we have adopted the abundance of helium relative to hydrogen given by Brown
and Could ( 1070)- He (6.3 x 10-2), Then the timescule tp for heating due to photoab-
sorption is
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3r.,kT
1p = 2 ri = 0.2 x 10-7
x 
2	 0.5
	 5 x lo t, Cm	 Mo 5 x 10	 Mcm	 T:	 E	 (A21)
XZ u (l ) 1 RL: U( k t^ — L04( kT= ^r3
where expression (A14) has been used.
The rate of photoidnization her unit volume is written as
RV = N 1 CZ .	 (A22)
where
CZ = fiZ c(E.Z) cU E,r
	 (A23)
is the photoioaization rate coefficient and its inverse is defined as the pl%otoi .onization
timescale lA. For a spectral energy density U(E.r) of the form (A17) we get
t$ = 1.6 x10- ,o	 ZZ 	 ) - 1 (	 r	 )2IZ )
 




 100 cm -^( 
ifE )-t 
s (A24)
where f: is the traction of the accretional luminosity that constitutes the outgoing ion-





1 i:: rate of recombination per unit volume is given by
Rr = n• Ng a (Z. T ) .	 (A25)
where: a (Z, T) is the recombination coefficient. Nj is the number density of fully ionized
atoms with utuneie number Z, and T is thv temperature of the gas. For radiative
re,. )enbinations to all states of any ion. Seaton ( 1959) derived the following simple
expression for a (Z. T)
1
a (,	 '-, T) a 1 x 10-^	 Hsu viol( A T ) cm 3 s-e	 (A26)
where a ( ` ? (JZ1kT) is a slowly varying function of order unity tabulated by Seaton
(1959). Thus. the recombination ticnescale is given by
jr
	
N7 _ ti.G x 10-3 (	 t	 )(	 R	 )-s
Rr _ Z 8 0101( !. ) 5 x 10° cm 5 x 1U° emki'
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CONTINUUM AND l INE SPECTRA OF DEGENERATE DWARF X-RAY SOURCES
D. Q. lamb
Ha rw ard -Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics
ABSTRACT
We summarize recent observations of degenerate dwarf X-ray sources, and review
theoretical work on their continuum spectra and lines. We discuss some of the
important unresolved issues concerning these sources, and conclude with an outline of
the kinds of X-ray observations that would best advance our understanding of them.
I. INTRODUCTION
a) Historical Remarks
The first degenerate dwarf X-ray source was discovered in 1974 when Rappaport et
al. (1974) detected an unexpected soft X-ray source &Hng a beef rocket flight and
deduced that the source was SS Cyg in outburst.
Two years later Berg and Duthie (1976) suggested that the cataclysmic variable AM
Her was the optical counterpart of the hard X-ray source 4U1814+50. This
identification was confirmed by Hearn et al. (1976), who detec*ed AM tier in soft X
rays. Soon after the optical identification, Szkody and Brownlee (1977) and Cowley
and Crampton (1977) found that AM tier has a binary period of 3.1 hours. More
remarkably, Tapia (1977a) discovered that the optical light from AM Her is nearly 10%
circularly and linearly polarized and that the degenerate dwarf is strongly magnetic.
The periods of the circular and linear polarization curves, the radial velocity curves,
and the optical, soft and hard X-ray light curves are identical. Thus the rotation period
of the accreting magnetic ale-generate dwarf is phase-locked to the binary orbital period
of 3.1 hours. Within less than a year, two other similar sources, AN UMa and VV Pup,
were identified from their optical emission line spectrum and confirmed by detection of
linear and circular polarization (Krzeminski and Serkowski 1977, Tapia 1977b).
Soft and hard X-rays were soon also detected from the well-known cataclysmic
variables U Gem (Mason et al. 1978; Swank et al. 19%8), EX Hya (Watson, Sherrington,
and Jameson 1978; Cordova and Riegier 1979), and GK Per (King, Ricketts, and Warwick
1979), in addition to SS Cyg (Heise et al. 1978; Mason, Cordova, and Swank 1979).
Subsequent examination of nearby cataclysmic variables turned up many more X-
ray sources. A few of these were discovered by Ariel 5 and HERO-1, but most
detections required the high sensitivity of the focuQing instrument on Einstein. Other
cataclysmic variables have been found by looking for the optical counterparts of faint
This research was supported in part by NASA grant NAGW 246.
galactic X-ray sources, and this method promises to become increasingly important in
the future. More than 53 of these accreting degenerate dwarf X-ray sources are now
known (Cordova and Mason 1962).
Soft X-rays have also been detected from several hot ( Teff > 30•000 - 60,000 K)
isolated degenerate dwarfs, including Sirius 8 (Martin et al. 1982 and references
therein) and HZ 43 (Hearn et al. 1976).
b) Potential
The study of degenerate dwarf X-ray sources can provide many returns. For
example, these sources afford a laboratory in which to explore the physics of hot, dense
plasmas in strong magnetic fields (tho parameter regime is, in fact, similar to that of
interest in plasma fusion reactors). We can also learn from them a great deal about the
masses, internal structure, and magnetic fields of degenerate dwarfs themselves.
Potentially, the pulsing sources can provide as much information as has been obtained
from the pulsing neutron star X-ray sources. Noise measurements can be used to probe
the accretion process, reflection and reprocessing effects give clues to the geometry of
the disk and the binary system, and time delay curves yield the parameters of the binary
system and thereby lend insight into its formation and evolution.
However, because most degenerate dwarf X-ray sources were found only recently,
we know very little about their X • -ay properties. Only three (AM Tier, SS Cyg, and U
Gem) have been studied in any detail. The situation is simil- , r in this respect to that of
the stellar X-ray sources also found by Einstein (Li psky 1982). Exploration of the X-ray
emission from both has only begun, and future X-ray astronomy missions must provide
the data with which to understand it.
In this review, wt concentrate on the soft and hard X-ray spectra produced by
accreting degenerate dwarfs. We first summarize the observations in ill. We then
discuss the theory of formation of the continuum spectrum in ! 111, and of emission and
absorption lines in Ii IV. In IV, we mention some of the important unresolved issues.
Finally, in s VI we outline the kinds of X-ray observations that would best advance our
understanding of these sources. For reviews of the optical properties of cataclysmic
variables, see Robinson (1976) and Warner (1976); for reviews of the X-ray
observations, see Garmire (1979) and Cordova and Mason (1982). Lamb (1979) and
Kyiafis et al. (1980) contain earlier reviews of theoretical work.
11. OBSERVATIONAL PROPERTIES
a) Luminosities and Space Densities
Probably all cataclysmic variables are X-ray :sources. The ones detected so far
have X-ray luminosities L s 1031 - 1033 ergs s -1 . None of the bright (L s 1036-1038
ergs s" 1 ) galactic X-ray sources have been identified with degenerate dwarfs. Thus the
known accreting degenerate dwarf X-ray sources are s 105 times fainter than, e.g.,
the pulsing neutron stars (Lamb 1962) but s 10 3 tiones brighter than ordinary stars
(Lipsky 1982).
The nearest cataclysmic variable X-ray sources lie at distances d of only 75 - 100
pc (Cordova and Mason 1982). This implies a space density n o 3 x 10 -7 (d/100 pc)-3
PC-3. Assuming a uniform distribution of sources throughout the galaxy and a galactic
a
Yx;^.
volume V ,r 1 x 1(%12 pc 3, the above space density implies that the total number of
sources in the galaxy is N s 3 x 10 (d/ 100 pc) -3 . Thus the total number of
degenerate dwarf X-ray sources In the galaxy may exceed a million. This compares
with a total number of bright (L s 10 36 - 1038 ergs 0) neutron star sources of ^r 100.
b) X-Ray Spectra and Temporal Behavior
Among accreting degenerate dwarf X - ray sources, there are two recognized classes
involving magnetic degenerate dwarfs: the AM Her stars and the DQ Her stars (Lamb
1979, Patterson and Price 1961). The remaining systems show no clear-cut
manifesution of a magnetic field. However, if the past is a guide, some of these
sources will be reclassified as AM Her or DQ Her stars on the basis of future
observations. We may even speculate that magnetic fields are endemic in degenerate
dwarfs. If so, most, perhaps all, of the other system also contain magnetic degenerate
dwarfs. However, the field strengths may be less. Below we discuss the X-ray spectra
and temporal behavior of the AM Her stars, the DQ Her stars, and the other cataclysmic
variables.
i) AM Her stars
Table 1 lists the seven AM Her stars that are now known and summarizes some of
their properties. These stars show strong (> 10%) circular and linear polarization of
their infrared and visible light, and are believed to be accreting magnetic degenerate
dwarfs (Chanmugam and Wagner 1977, 1978; Stockman et al. 1977). The polarization
(Tapia 1977a) of the visible light from AM Fier, the prototype of this class, is shown in
Figure 1. The X-ray spectra of these stars typicaily have two distinct components: an
apparent blackbody component with Tho < 100 e y and a bremsstrahlung component with
Tbr > 10 kev. The inferred blackbody luminosity is greater than the bremsstrahlung
luminosity, often by a factor of 10 or more (cf. Tuohy et al. 1978, 1981; Szkody et al.
1981; Patterson et al. 1982). Figure 2 shows the soft and hard X-ray spectrum of AM
Her recently constructed from HEAD-1 observations by Rothschild et al. (1981). The
bremsstrahlung spectra of these sources also show strong iron line emission at s 7 keV,
as is evident in r';,ure 2. In therr •ystems, the periods of the polarized light, the
optical and X-ray light, and the orbital velocity curves are all the same. Thus the
rotation period of the degenerate dwarf is synchronized with the orbital period of the
binary system, probably due to interaction of the magnetic field of the degenerate
dwarf with the companion star (Joss, Katz, and Rappaport 1979). Figure 3 shows the
resulting 3.1 hour 'pulse profile' of AM Her in soft X-rays (Tuohy et al. 1978).
The source EF Eri (2AO311-227) is the second most well-studied in X-rays of the
AM Fier stars. Figures 4 and 5 show its 1.3 hour 'pulse profile' in soft X-rays
(Patterson et al. 1981) and its bremsstrahlung hard X-ray spectrum (White 1981). Note
again the strong iron emissi<)n line at - 7 keV.
ii) DQ Her stars
Table 2 lists the seven systems we have classified as DQ Fier stars and summarizes
some of their properties. DQ Hpr, the prototype of this class, is believed to be an
accreting magnetic degenerate dwarf ( Bath, Evans, and Pringle 1974; Lamb 1974).
However, it shows little, if any, polarization of its infrared and visible sight (Swedlund,
Kemp, and Wolstencroft 1974). This system underwent a nova outburst in 1934 and
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AM Her/ 3U 1809•50
Fig. 1--Circular and linear polarization of the optical light from AM Her as a function of
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Fit;. 2--Ilard and soft X-ray spectrum of AM Her (from Rothschild et al. 1381). The two
distinct carnponents with T n 30 keV and T < dU eV are cleariv visible.
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Fig. 3--Soft X-ray pulse profile and hardness ratio of AM Her as a function of the phase of
the 3.1 hour rotational period of the degenerate dwarf (from Tuohy et al. 1978).
Fig. 4--X-ray pulse profile of EF Eri (2AO311-227) observed by Einstein as a function of
orbital phase (or, equivalently, phase of the rotational period of the degenerate dwarf)
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Fig. 5--Hard X-ray spectrum of EF Eri (2AO311-227) (from White et al. 1981). Note the
iron emission line at a 7 keV.
Fig. 6--Comparison of the pulse profile in soft X-rays and in optical light of AE Aqr through
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represent the rotation period of the degenerate dwarf (Patterson, Robinson, and Nather
1978, and references therein). Two other members of this class are V533 Her, which
underwent a nova outburst in 1963 and shows coherent small amplitude optical
pulsations at 63 seconds (Patterson 1979a), and AE Aqr, which shows similar pulsations
at 33 seconds (Patterson 1979b). Embarrassingly, neither DQ Her nor V533 Her have
been detected in X rays (see Table 2). In the case of DQ Her, it has been suggested
that the X rays are blocked by the disk because we are nearly in the orbital plane of
the system, while in the case of V533 it can be argued that the system is too far away,
and therefore too faint, to have been detected. Thankfully (for theorists), X rays have
now been detected from AE Aqr and are pulsed with the 33 second optical period
(Patterson et al. 1980). Figure 6 compares the optical and soft X-ray pulse profiles of
AE Aqr.
Recently, several faint galactic X-ray sources have been identified with systems
that are optically similar to cataclysmic variables. They exhibit large amplitude optical
and X-ray pulsation, with periods 2 1000 seconds that are believed to represent the
rotation period of the accreting star (Patterson and Price 1Q81; Warner, O'Donoghue,
and Fairall 1901; White and Marshall 1981). There is controversy as to whether these
X-ray sources are actually degenerate dwarfs or are neutron stars (cf. Patterson and
Price 1981, White and Marshall 1981). We believe, based on their optical appearance
and their X-ray to optical luminosity ratio, that they are degenerate dwarfs. They have
also been called 'interlopers' between the previously known DQ Her stars, with short
rotation periods of 33 - 71 seconds, and the AM Her stars, with rotation synchronous
with their orbital periods of 1.2 - 2.1 hours (Patterson and Price 1981). However, we
believe that they should be regarded as members of the DQ Her class, in analogy with
the short and long period pulsing neutron star X-ray sources, and therefore we include
them in Table 2.
The source H2252-035 was the first of these systems to be optically identified
(Griffiths et al. 1980). Figure 7 shows its optical light curve (Patterson and Price
1981). Clearly visible are the optical pulsations with a period of 859 seconds, which
are thought to be produced by reprossessing of the 805 second X-ray pulse. Figures 8
and 9 show the pulse profile and the spectrum of the hard X-rays (White and Marshall
1981). The hard X-ray spectrum exhibits iron line emission at s 7 keV.
Recently, a 67 minute (4022 second) pc-i iodicity has been identified in the well-
studied cataclysmic variable X-ray source EX Hya (Vogt, Krzeminski, and Sterken 1980;
Gilliland 1982). This period is also evident in soft X-rays but not in hard (Swank and
White 1981), as shown in Figure 10. The coherence of the period over many years
suggests that it may also be due to rotation of a magnetic degenerate dwarf. Wil have
therefore included EX Hya in Table 2, but with a question mark to indicate its uncertain
ststus.
iii) Other cataclysmic variables
Table 3 lists 10 sources selected from the remaining 44 cataclysmic variable X-ray
sources currently known (Cordova and Mason 1982). Among these are the prototypical
dwarf novae, SS Cyg and U Gem, which undergo outbursts every s 10U days. During
quiescence, bath exhibit a hard X-ray spectrum with Tbr s 10 - 20 keV (Mason,
Cordova, and Swank 1979; Swank 1979). During outburst, the hard X-ray luminosity
first increases and then decreases, the spectral temperature of the hard X-rays
decreases, and an intense blackbody component with temperature T bb < 100 eV appears
in soft X-rays (cf. Mason, Cordova, and Swank 1979). Figure 11 compares the hard X-






































Fig. 7--Fast photometry of the optical light from t12252-035 (from Patterson and Price
1981). The 859 second pulsations, corresponding to reprocessed light from a stationary
point in the binary system, are clearly visible.
Fig. 8--11ard X-ray pulse profile of 112252-035 through the 805 second rotation period of
the degenerate dwarf (from White and Marshall 1981).
Fig. 9--bard X-ray spectrum of W252-035 (from White and Marshall 1981). The iron
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Fig. 10--Soft X-ray spectrum of EX Hydra	 loo
measured by Einstein and showing the necessity
	 ut
4l	 of invoking at least two components (from Swank
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Fig. 11--Hard X-ray spectra of SS Cyg during quiescence (left panel) and during outburst
(right panel) compared with the spectrum of AM tier (from Swank 1979). The presence of
iron line emission at = 7 keV in all spectra and the absence of low energy absorption in the
spectrum of SS Cyg in outburst are evident.
The temporal behavior of the hard and soft X-ray luminosities of U Gem during an
outburst is shown in Figure 12, while Figure 13 shows the way in which the hard X-ray
spectrum of SS Cyg varies during an outburst.
Most of the remaining cataclysmic variables show only a hard X-ray component. It
is not known whether the failure to detect a soft component during quiescence, or even
during outburst in some sources, is due to its absence or due to the fact that it may
have so low a spectral temperature that it is unobservable in soft X-rays.
Essentially all of the cataclysmic variables listed in Table 3 exhibit small amplitude
quasi-periodic or coherent optical pulsations, usually during the onset of an outburst
(Robinson 1976). Of special interest are the s 8 - 10 second quasi-periodic pulsations
in SS Cyg. They are strongly present in soft X-rays during outburst, yet their
coherence persists for only 3 -5 pulse periods (Cordova et al. 1980, 1981).
iv) Isolated stars
Sirius Et, the first degenerate dwarf discovered, was detected as a very soft X-ray
source by Mewe et al. (1975). Subsequently, very soft X rays were also detected from
the hot degenerate dwarf HZ 43 (Hearn et al. 1976). Both of these degenerate dwarfs
are members of binaries, but the binary separations are so large that the companions
are not believed to play any role in the X-ray emission. Feige 24, another hot
degenerate dwarf, has been detected in the extreme UV (Margon et al. 1976); however,
it was not detected by the HEAO-1 soft X-ray survey and, unfortunately, Einstein
ceased operating before observations of it were carried out. Table 4 lists these three
sources and summarizes some of their properties.
The emission fron Sirius B, HZ 43, and Feige 24 at optical, UV, and X-ray
wavelengths can be understood as photospheric emission from a hydrogen-rich (nHe/nH
,r 10 -5 1 atmosphere with Teff s 30,000 - 60,000 K (Shipman 1976, Margon et al. 1976,
Wesselius and Koester 1978, Martin et al. 1982). An upper limit in the extreme UV (200
- 800 A) for Sirius B (Cash, Bowyer, and Campton 1978) appeared to conflict with
photospheric models for the X-ray emission and to lend support to coronal models.
However, UV observations yielded no evidence for a corona (Bohm-Vitense, Dettmann,
and Kapranidis 1979) and Martin et al. (1982) have recently demonstrated that soft X-
ray data from HEAO-1, together with the optical, UV, and extreme UV data, are
consistent with photospheric emission at s 28,000 K, as shown in Figure 14. For more
detailed, but earlier, reviews of extreme UV and soft X-ray emission from isolated
degenerate dwarfs, see Garmire (1979) and Bowyer (1979).
III. CONTINUUM SPECTRA
a) Qualitative Picture
in the remainder of this review, we shall focus on X-ray emission by accreting
degenerate dwarfs.
i) Disk inflow near the star
Many of the cataclysmic variable X-ray sources show clear optical and UV
evidence of accretion disks. If the disk extends all the way in to the stellar surface,
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Fig. 12--Optical, soft X-ray, and hard X-ray light curves of U Gem through an outburst
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Fig. 13--Soft X - ray spectrum of SS Cyg showing the variation in the spectrum from
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Fig. 14--Comparison of the flux from a 28,(= K hydrogen-rich model atmosphere with
measurements and upper limits at UV, extreme UV, and soft X-ray wavelengths (from
Martin et al. 1%12).
i
gravitational energy, which will appear as blackbody radiation from the disk surfaces.
The other half of the available gravitational energy will be released in a boundary laor
at the inner edge of the disk where it encounters the surface of the star, unless the star
is rotating near breakup. This luminosity is
9	 1	 10	 1	 1L	 GM" w 4 x 10" (M/M(.; (R/10 cm) - (KV10- M yr- ) ergs s -bdry w 2 R	 o
where M and R are the mass and radius of the star, and A is the mass accretion rate.
At moderate or high accretion rt4tes, the boundary layer is capable of producing soft X-
rays by blackbody emission (Pringle 1977). After it was found that most cataclysmic
variables emit hard, but not soft, X rays ckiring quiescence, Pringle and Savonije (1979)
proposed that the boundary layer might produce hard X-ray emission by optically thin
bremsstrahlung if shocks occurred there. The maximum possible shock temperature is
Ts = .2 T	 2 x 10 6 (M/Me)(R/10 9 cm)- 1 K,	 (2)8 ff =
and thus the shocks must be strong ones. This is difficult to achieve in the strongly
sheared flow of the inner disk whose geometry would tend to favor production of a
large number of cooler, oblique shocks (in principle, the disk can join onto the star
without the occurrence of any shocks). To attain the required strong shocks, Pringle
and Savoniie (1979) suggest a two-stage process In which gas that is initially mildly
shocked in the boundary layer expands into the path of, and collides with, gas still
circulating in the inner disk. Tylenda (1981), however, argues that turbulent viscosity
will be a more efficient mechanism than shocks for dissipating energy in the boundary
layer and that this mechanism can account for the observed high temperatures without
resorting to complicated flow geometries.
Knowledge of whether the boundary layer can produce hard X-rays and, if so, how,
is important for understanding the cataclymsic variable X-ray sources. But as yet, the
ideas that have been proposed have not been worked out in any detail.
For up-to-date discussions of disks, see the review by Pringle (1981) and the paper
bV Tylenda (1981).
if) Radial inflow near the star
If the degenerate dwarf has a magnetic field,
B Z 2 x 10 3 (10- 10 M 0 yr- 1 ) 1/2 (R/10 
9 
cm)-5/4 (M/M 0) 1/4 gauss, (3)
the field will disrupt the disk and lead to approximately radial inflow noar the star.
This picture certainly applies to the AM Her and DQ Vier stars, and may apply to other
cataclysmic variables if magnetic fields are endemic in degenerate dwarfs as speculated
earlier. Radial inflow may also occur if mass transfer takes place via a stellar wind
rather than via Roche lobe overflow. Most theoretical work has assumed radial inflow
because it is far more tractable; in the remainder of this review, we will concentrate on
radial inf low.
A qualitative pictuie of X-ray emission by radially accreting degenerate dwarfs is
shown in Figure 15. As accreting matter flows toward the star, a strong standoff shock
forms far enough above the star for the hot, post-shock matter t( cool and come to rest













Fig. 15--Qualitative picture of X-ray emission fr<Nn an accreting degenerate dwarf. a)
Configuration of the star, the emissic4i region, and the infalling matter. R is the stellar
radius and rs Is the shock radius. the straight .'arrows indicate infalling matter, the wiggly
arrows photons. b) Temperature profile of the infalling matter. is is the post-shock
ternperattire and T b
 is the stellar blacklxidy temperature. c) Density profile of the infalling
matter; os is the fx)st-slx)ck density.
standoff distance
d s rs-R • 1/4 vff( rs) t cool( rs),	 (4)
where rs is the slack radius, R is the stellar radius, v f f is the free-fall velocity, and
tcoul is the time scale for cooling, due to bremsstrahlung and, If a magnetic field is
present, cyclotron emission. Roughly half of the bremsstrahlung flux is emitted outward
and forms a hard X-ray competent. Roughly half of the cyclotron flux is emitted
outward and forms a blackhody-limited component in the UV. The other halves of the
bremsstrahlLing and cyclotron fluxes are emitted inward and are reflected or absorbed
by the stellar surface. the resulting blackbody flux forms a UV or soft X-ray
.omponent with
Lbb' Lcyc + Lbr,
	
(S)
where L bb , Lcyc, and Lbr are the luminosities in the blackbody, cyclotron, and
bremsstrahlung components. The total luminosity L = GMA1/R, or twice that given by
equation (1).
If we allow for the possible presence of a magnetic field, the accreting matter may
be channeled onto the nndgnetic poles and accretion may occur over only a fraction f of
the stellar surface. The effective accretion rate of the accreting sector is A/f, and
the corresponding luminosity is L/f. X and UV radiation from magnetic degenerate
dwarfs is thus a function of stellar mass M, magnetic field strength B, and effective
luminosity L/f. The dependence on stellar mass is significant but is less than on the
other two variables. If we specify the mass of the star, the parameter regimes
encountered are, conveniently displayed on a (B,L /f)-plane, as shown in Figure 16 for a
1 M« The upper left ol the plane corresponds to low magnetic field strengths and high
effective luminosities (and t`-_K high densities in the emission region). In this portion of
the plane, bremsstrahlung cooling dominates cyclotron cooling in the trot, post-stock
emission region, and the character of the X-ray emission is essentially the same as that
of a nonmagnetic degenerate dwarf. As one increases B or lowers L/f, moving toward
the lower right in Figure 16, cyclotron cooling becomes more important until eventually
it dominates (Masters et al. 1977). The solid line shows the location at which this
occurs, as determined from detailed numerical calculations equating tcyc and tbr, the
cyclotron and bremsstrahlung cooling time scales. This line is approximately given by
B = 6 x 106
 (0-1/10 36 ergs s -1 ) Z /5 gauss.	 (b}
To the lower right of this solid line, the magnetic field qualitatively alters the character
of the X-ray emission.
b) Magnetic Stars
Fabian, Pringle, and Rees (1976), Masters et al. (1977), and King an : Lasota (1979)
have discussed the qualitative features of X-ray emission by magnetic degenerate
dwarfs. lamb and Masters (1979; see also Masters 1978) carried out detailed numerical
calculations of high harmonic cyclotron emission from a lot plasma, and from them
developed a self-consistent, quantitative model of the X-ray and UV emission. Wada et
al. (1981) have carried out a few calculations for the regime im which bremsstrahlung,
r
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Fig. 16--Bremsstrahlung and cyclotron emission regimes in the (L/f,B)-plane for a 1 Me
star (after Lamb and Masters 1979).
Fig. 17--X-ray and UV spectra produced by accretion onto a 1 M U
 star at two different
accretion rates. The spectrum with L/f = 10 37 ergs s -1 is in the bremsstrahlung dominated
regime, while the spectrum with L/f = 1035 ergs s -1 is in the cyclotron dominated regime
(from Lamb and Masters 1979).
not cyckntroi emissitx ► , dominates (see Figure 16).
1) Spectra
The X and UV spectrum produced by accretion onto magnetic degenerate dwarfs
generally has four components: 1) a blackbody-limited UV cyclotron component
produced by the hot emission region, 2) a hard X-ray bremsstrahlung component also
produced by the hot emission region, 3) a hard UV or soft X-ray blackbody component
produced by cyclotron and bremsstrahlung photons that are absorbed by the stellar
surface and re-emitted, and 4) secondary radiation from infalling matter above the
shock or, possibly, from the stellar surface around the emission region. The first three
components are clearly visible in Figure 17, which shows spectra produced by the hot,
post-shock emission region alone. Since the secondary radiation is not included, the
spectra do not accurately represent the observed spectrum below sS eV. Figure 17
shows the X and UV spectra produced by accretion at two different rates,
corresponding to L/f = 1035 and 1037
 erg s -1 , onto a 1.0 M @
 star having a magnetic
field of 2 x 107
 gauss.
The spectra illustrated in Figure 17 show two important features. First, strongly
magnetic degenerate dwarfs should be intense UV sources with only a few percent of
the total accretion luminosity ordinarily appearing as optical or soft and hard X-rays,
and therefore easily accessible. Second, the position and relative strength of the
spectral components change with va riations in the accretion rate. For example, the
change in accretion rate shown in Figure 17 moves the blackbody component from the
UV into the soft X-ray region, and the luminosity of the bremsstrahlung hard X-ray
component increases by nearly 4 orders of magnitude while the total accretion
luminosity increases only by 2.
ii) Correlation between spectral temperature and luminosity
Variations in the shape and the strength of the spectral components are a function
of both mass accretion rate and magnetic field strength. They can be conveniently
displayed by plotting contours on a (B,L/f)-plane. Sets of such contours are shown in
Figures 18 and 19 for a 1.1 M U
 star. Bremsstrahlung and cyclotron emission dominate in
the same regions as in Figure 16. In Figure 18, contours of constant shock standoff
distance d = dR/R are shown as thick solid lines. The thin solid lines in the
bremsstrahung-dor-linated region show contours of constant q = Lcyc/Lbr, while those
in the cyclotron-dominated region show contours of constant Te, the temperature of the
bremsstrahlung hard X-ray component. In Figure 19, contours of constant E • , the peak
of the blackbody-limited cyclotron component, are shown as thick solid lines while
contours of constant Thy
 the temperature of the blackbody component, are sh-)wn as
dashed lines. The thin solid lines have their same meaning as in Figure 18. To the
upper right of the curve labelled 'soft excess' in Figure 19, the blackbody luminosity in
soft X-rays exceeds the bremsstrahlung luminosity in hard X-rays.
Near and above L/f = LE = 1.4 x 10 38 erg s -1 , radiation pressure can be important
and modify the results, but because photons can easily scatter out of the accretion
column if f << 1, the Eddington luminosity does not represent the stringent upper limit
to the luminosity that it does in the case of nonmagnetic degenerate dwarfs. Below
and to the left of the curve E' = 2 eV in Figure 19, the assumption d < R breaks down,
as can be seen from Figure 18.
If the geometry of the hot, post-shock emission region is such that most of the flux
escapes through the face rather than through the edges of the emission region (i.e., d
<< V(2f)R), then Compton degradation of the bremsstrahlung hard X-ray component will
occur if L/f exceeds # , 1037 erg s -1 . Such degradation is identical to that encountered
E t^r;;^,^► . PACE 13
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Fig. 18--Contours in the (L/f,B)-plane for a 1 M O star. For an explanation of the various
lines, see the text.
Fig. 19--More contours in the (L/f,B)-plane for a 1 Mpstar (from Lamb and Masters 1979).
For an explanation of the various lines, see the text.
in nonmagnetic degenerate dwarfs, and will be discussed below.
Figure 19 illustrates a third important feature of X-ray emission from magnetic
degenerate dwarfs: observations of the qualitativr features of the X and UV spectrum
can determine fairly accurately the physical conditions in the emission region, including
the value of the magnetic field.
c) Nonmagnetic Stars
Studies of X-ray emission from accreting nonmagnetic degenerate dwarfs include
those by Kashi (1973), Aizu (1973), Wyakawa (1973), DeCregoria (1974), Hayakawa
and Noshi (1976), Fabian, Pringle, and Rees (1976), Katz (1977), and Kylafis and Lamb
(1979, 1982a,b). These calculations are applicable, even if a magnetic field is present,
as long as the accretion flow is approximateiy radial and bremsstrahlung cooling
dominates cyclotron cooling in the X-ray emission region (recall Figure 16). Thus they
are relevant to the AM Fier stars, such as AM Her itself, which has a magnetic field B s
2 x 107
 gauss. (Lamb and Masters 1979; Schmidt, Stockman, and Margon 1981; Latham,
Liebert, and Steiner 1981), and VV Pup, which has a magnetic field B s 3 x 10 7
 gauss
(Visvanathan and Wicicramasinghe 1979; Stockman, Liebert, and Bond 1979), as well as
to the DQ tier stars.
i) Spectra
The X and UV spectrum produced by accretion onto nonmagnetic degenerate dwarfs
generally has three components: 1) a hard X-ray bremsstrahlung component produced
by the hot, post-shock emission region, 2) a soft X-ray blackbody component produced
by bremsstrahlung photons that are absorbed by the stellar surface and re-emitted, and
3) secondary radiation produced by Compton heating of infalling matter above the
shot k.
These components are clearly visible in Figure 20, which shows six spectra that
span the entire range of accretion rates. Figure 21 shows for comparison three similar
spectra when nuclear burning occurs at the accretion rate (see below). At low
accretion rates, Tes < 1 and the observed hard X-.ay spectrum is essentially the same
as that produced in the emission region. As the accretion rate is increased, Tes
exceeds unity and Compton scattering begins to degrade the spectrum (Illarionov and
Sunyaev 1972). The blackbody component then contains a contribution from
bremsstrahlung photons which are backscattered by the accreting matter and absorbed
by the stellar surface. The secondary radiation, which arises from accreting matter
heated by the Compton scattering of the bremsstrahlung photons, is important only
when degradation of the bremsstrahlung is substantial. As the accretion rate is
increased further, this degradation becomes more severe. Finally, due to the combined
effects of degradation and weakening of the shock by radiation pressure, the
bremsstrahlung component disappears altogether. The star then ceases to be a hard
(i.e., Tobs > 2 keV) X-ray source.
Figure 20 illustrates two important features of X-ray emission from nonmagnetic
degenerate dwarfs. First, an intense blackbody soft X-ray component is always
present. Second, at high accretion rates Compton degradation leads to low spectral
temperatures even fir 'nigh mass stars.
ii) Correlation between spectral temperature and luminosity
The resulting correlati,xm between Tobs and Lh is shown in Figure 22 for stars of
mass M = 0.2-1.2 MU
 Note that the accretion rate increases as one moves from upper
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Fig. 20--X and UV spectra produced by accretion onto a 1 ME) star for six different
accretion rates (from Kylafis and Lamb 1982a). The dashed line shows the changing cutoff
due to Compton degradation.
Fig. 21--Comparison of X and UV spectra produced by accretion onto a 1 M U
 star with
nuclear burning at the accretion rate (solid curves) and without nuclear burning (dashed
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Fig. 22--Correlation between Tobs and Lh for stars with masses 0.2 - 1.2 M @ (from Kylafis
and Lamb 1982a). The dashed lines give the same correlation when the contribution of the
blackbody component is included in Lh.
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Fig. 23--Correlation between Tobs and Lh for stars with masses 0.2 - 1.2 M U (from Weast
et al. 1982). The dashed lines give the same correlation when the contribution of the
blackbody component is omitted.
an inc ►r^ie in Tobs and lh therefore corresponds to a decrease in the accretion rate:
tobs and lh increase since the smaller accretion rate lessens Compton degradation of
the hard X-ray spectrum.
Figure 22 illustrates the dramatic variation in the spectral temperature at high
accretion rates and the pronounced correlation between X-ray spectral temperat;ue and
luminosity.
d) Effects of Nuclear Burning
The energy liberated by nuclear burning of matter accreting onto degenerate
dwarfs can be more than an order of magnitude greater than that available from the
release of gravitational energy. If burning occurs quiescently, the resulting energy is
transported to the stellar surface and produces an intense blackbody soft X-ray flux.
Steady nuclear burning has therefore recently received a great deal of attent ion as a
possible explanation of the intense blackbody soft X-ray components inferred in the AM
Her stars (Raymond et al. 1979, Patterson et al. 1982) and in other cataclysmic
variables, such as SS Cyg and U Gem, during outburst (Fabbiano et al. 1981).
i) Conditions for steady nuclear burning
Unfortunately, the conditions under which steady nuclear burning can occur are
poorly understood. Detailed spherically symmetric calculations by Paczynski and
Zytokow (1978), Sion, Acierno, and Turnshek (1978), and Sion, Acierna, and Tomczyk
(1979) show that if the degenerate dwarf is initially cold and the accretion rate is not
too high, the accreting matter becomes highly degenerate before it ignites. Electron
conduction then rapidly transports energy away into the core, and it must be heated
before ingition can occur. If the degenerate dwarf is hot, or if th ,^- accretion rate is
high, the hydrogen in the accreting matter soon ignites due to comMressional heating.
In either case, eventually a violent nuclear outburst ensues.
	 Such outbursts are
believed to account for novae (cf. Starrfield, Sparks, and Truran 1974).
The outbursts are separated by quiescent periods, in which nuclear burning occurs
steadily at only a small fraction of the accretion rate. The quiescent periods are
shorter for higher accretion rates and can last from s 20 years or less (Sion et al. 1979)
to > 107 years (Paczynski and Zytkow 1978). For a narrow range of higher accretion
rates, steady nuclear burning is possible at the rate of accretion (e. g. 1.0 - 2.7 x 10-7
M O yr-1 for a 0.8 M f) star; Paczynski and Zytkow 1978). Still higher accretion rates
lead to envelope expansion and the formation of a red giant with a degenerate core.
Depletion of CNO nuclei in the accreting matter and the burning region by diffusion
can lead to burning via the p-p chain rather than via the more temperature sensitive
CNO-cycle (Starrfield, Truran, and Sparks 1981), and stabilize the burning at higher
accretion rates. However, theoretical investigations show that such rapid depletion is
unlikely (Fujimoto and Truran 1981; Papaloizou, Pringle, and MacDonald 1982).
Effects due to non-spherical geometries also warrant investigation. For example,
in the AM Her and DQ Her stars a strong magnetic field channels the accreting matter
onto the magnetic poles. If the matter is confined and burns over only a small fraction
of the stellar surface, the burning might be stabilized by the rapid transport of energy
horizontally.
ii) Effects on X-ray emission
r^,FF
The effects of nuclear burning on X-ray em6cion by nonmagnetic degenerate
dwarfs have been investigated in detail by Imamura et al. (1979, 1982) and Weast et
al. (1979, 1982). The accreting matter dues not bum in the hot X-ray emission region,
but may do so deeper in the envelope of the star. The energy thus liberated is
transported to the stellar surface and enhances the blackbody flux in soft X-rays. This
flux of soft X-ray photons coots the X-ray emission region by inverse Compton
scattering. As a result, the hard X-ray luminosity is often an order of magnitude less
than it ^wuld be in the absence of nuclear burning, the hard X-ray spectrum is softer,
and the soft X-ray luminosity can be 100 times the hard X-ray luminosity. Figure 21
compares the X-ray spectra of a 1 Me) star in which nuclear burning occurs at the
accretion rate to the spectra in the absence of burning. The three spectra shown span
the entire range of accretion rates. Figure 23 shows the correlation between Tobs and
Lh when nuclear burning occurs at the accretion rate for stars of mass 0.2 - 1.2 Ma
These curves should be compared with those in Figure 22, which assumes no nuclear
burning.
The effects of nuclear burning on X-ray emission by magnetic degenerate dwarfs
are not expected to be as dramatic. As long as cooling by cyclotron emission dominates
cooling by inverse Compton scattering of the blackbody photons, the cyclotron UV and
bremsstrahlung hard X-ray luminosities will be little changed. The spectral
temperatures of these components will also be little affected. The blackbody soft X-
ray luminosity will, however, be much larger.
W. LINE SPECTRA
a) Ionization Structure
The circumstellar ionization structure of degenerate dwarf X-ray sources has been
calculated analytically by Hayakawa (1973) and more recently by Kylafis and Lamb
(1982b). These calculations assume spherical symmetry, and assume that the optical
depth to absorption is small. The degenerate dwarf X-ray sources detected so far have
low luminosities and low accretion rates. Therefore, the analytical calculations are
valid, provided that the accretion flow is approximately radial.
The calculations by Kylafis and Lamb (1982b) show that the blackbody soft X-ray
flux ;onizes H, He, and C out to distances large compared with a typical binary
separation. Furthermore, for high mass stars and low accretion rates, the
bremsstrahlung hard X-ray flux ionizes heavy elements out to considerable distances.
These features are illustrated in Figures 24 and 25, which show I Z , the radius at which
the element with charge Z is half ionized and half neutral, as a function of mass
accretion rate for a 1.2 Me) star. Figure 24 shows the effect of the blackbody soft X-
ray flux, while Figure 25 shows the effect of the bremsstrahlung hard X-ray flux. In
both figures, the solid lines correspond to no nuclear burning and the dashed lirws to
nuclear burning at the accretion rate.
The absorption optical depth T • Z at the ionization edges of heavy elements
remains small until the accretion rate exceeds about 3 x 10 -3 AF but thereafter
increases rapidly, as shown in Figure 26. Compton scattering and the resulting
degradation of the hard X-ray spectrum occurs primarily close to the star, while most
of the absorption occurs relatively far from the star, as illustrated in Figure 27. Thus
the anv)unt of Compton degradation is less sensitive, and the amount of absorption more
sensitive, to the distribution of mc;reting matter.
b) Absorption Features
{
Figure 28 shows the emergent hard X-ray spectrum frorr a 1.2 MU star for four
different accretion rates as calculated analytically by Kylaf;s and Lamb (1982b), taking
absorption into account. Ross and Fabian (1961) have carried oui detailed numerical
calculations of the emergent spectrum from a 1.0 ME) star for three different accretion
rates. The latter calculations treat the atomic physics carefully and are valid even for
large absorption optical depths. The results are shown in Figures 29-31. Note both the
absorption K-edges due to U V111 (0.87 keV), Si XIV (2.7 keV), and Fe XXI-XXVI (8.2 -
9.3 keV), and the emission lines, broadened by Compton scattering, due to the Ka lines
of U VIII (0.65 keV), Si XIV (2.0 keV), and Fe XXV (6.7 keV).
c) Emission Lines
The temperatures in the X-ray emission regions of degenerate dwarf X-ray sources
are high enough (> 10 keV) to produce thermal emission lines, including those of Fe at s
7 keV, with significant equivalent widths. Emission lines can also be produced by
fluorescence in the accreting matter above the X-ray emission region, as seen in Figures
29-31. Fluorescent emission lines may also be produced by X-rays striking the stellar
surface surrounding the emission region, the disk, and even the companion star.
The emission lines may be broadened by 1) thermal Doppler broadening, 2) Compton
scattering, and 3) Uoppler broadening due to bulk streaming velocities. Thermal
Uuppler broadening produces a relative line width,
dv/v s (2kT/me c2)1/2.	 (7)
The resultins width is s 0.5 keV for the s 7 keV Fe lines if they are formed in an X-ray
emission regain with temperature Te s 10 keV. Compton scattering produces a relative
line width
A v/v r, -t 	 by f 0.1 t 2 (hv /7 keV).	 (8)
me c2
Thus the s 7 :(eV Fe emission lines will be relatively broad even if the electron
scattering optical depth through accreting matter is only modest. 13uppler broadening
due to bulk motion produces a relative line width
Av/v s v/c.P 2 x 10-2 vff(R) ,	 (9)
where in the last step we have scaled from the freefall velocity at the surface of a 1
MU star. Doppler broadening due to bulk motior, is therefore generally less than
thermal Doppler broadening and Compton scattering. These results imply that the X-
ray emission lines produced by degenerate dwarfs are relatively broad. However, as
noted above, emission lines can be produced by recombination and fluorescence in
accreting natter far from the star. In this case, the temperatures may be low, and the
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Fig. 24--Circumstellar ionization structure as a functions of accretion rate produced by the
blackbody soft X-ray Max of a 1.2 M@ star (from Kylafis and Lamb 1982b). The quantity IZ,
the radius at which the element with charge Z is half ionized, is shown assuming no nuclear
burning (solid lines) and nuclear burning at the accretion rate (dashed lines).
Fig. 25--Circumstellar ionization structure as a function of accretion rate produced by the
bremsstrahlung hard X-ray flux of a 1.2 Me) star (from Kylafis and Lamb 1982b). The
curves have the same meaning as in Fig. 24.
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Fig. 26--Optical depth TZ at the absorption edge of a given element as a function of
accretion rate for a 1.2 M U star without nuclear burning (from Kylafis and Lamb 1982b).
Fig. 27--Fractional electron scattering and absorption optical depths reached at a given
radius for a 1 M D star accreting at a rate 0.1 A L (from Kylafis and Lamb 1982b). Note
that the electron scattering optical depth increases rapidly near the star, while the
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Fig. 28--Bremsstrahlung hard X-ray spectra produced by acc,retion onto a 1.2 ME ) star at 4
different accretion rates, taking into account the effects of absorption analytically (from
Kylafis and Lamb 1982b).
Fig. 29--X and UV spectrum produce.: by a 1 M O
 star at an accretion rate 0.045 AE (T = 3)
taking into account the effects of photoabsorption through detailed numerical calculations
(from Ross and Fabian 1980).
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Fig. 30--Same as Fig. 29 for an accretion rate 0.090 AAE (T = 61 (from Ross and Fabian
1980) .
Fig. 31--Same as Fig. 29 for an accretion rate 0.15 tA E (T = 10) (from Ross and Fabian
1980).
Anxong the important unresolvets issues concerning degenerate thvarf X-ray sources
are the following.
a) Magnetic Fields
Do only a few degenerate dwarfs have magnetic fields, and are the AM Her and DQ
Her stars the only cataclysmic variables with magnetic fields? Or are magnetic fields
endemic in degenerate dwarfs, and therefore in cataclysmic variables? If so, what area
the field strengths? Are they large enough to affect the disk and the accretion flow
near the stellar SUrfacet
b) Origin of Hard X Kays
What is the origin of the hard X-rays emitted by cataclysmic variables? Are they
produced by optically thin emission in the boundary layer between the disk and the
star? If so, are the required high tc mperatures achieved by strong shocks, turbulence,
or some other mechanism? Alternatively, are magnetic fields present in these sources
sufficient to disrupt the disk near the star, producing quasi-radial inflow and a strong
shoe k?
c) Origin of Soft X Flays
What is the origin of the intense blackbody soft X-ray emission inferred in the AM
Her stars? flow can it be so large compared to the optical and hard X-ray emission? Is
its origin the s.ime as th soft X-ray emission seen in SS Cyg and U Gem at outburst, or
is it different?
d) Nuclear Burning
Linder what conditions is steady nuclear burning possible? If it is generally not
possible, as many calculations suggest, why are outbursts not more evident? Can steady
burning occur more easily in non-spherical situations, as in the AM Her stars? if so,
could it account for the intense Udckbcxiy soft X-ray emission in these stars? Could it
account for the blarkbody soft X-ray emission seen in catacl ysmic variables like SS Cyg
and U Gem?
e) Long Period Relsing Sources
What is the nature of the long period pulsing sources? Are they actually
degenerate dwarfs, or are they neutron Stars? Why are they rotating so slowly; that is,
why have they not been spun up more by their accretio>tn torque? Does their rotation
rate increase and then decrease with time, like the previously known pulsing neutron
star X-ray sources with long periods?
f) Cyclotron-Dominated Sources
Although the AM Her stars are strongly magnetic, bremsstralung, not cyclotron
emission, is the dominant cooling mechanism in the X-ray emission region (because 'one
i
ir_:-
accretion flow is channeled onto such a small fraction f .r 10- 3
 of the stellar surface
that the density in the emission region is very high). Where are the sources in which
cyclotron cooling dominates? Will they be fond by a UV or extreme UV surveys'
g) High luminosity Sources
To date no high luminosity (I ,r 10 36
 - 1038 ergs s -1 ) X-ra s„ irce has been
on equivocally identified with a degenerate dwarf, and the futui. - os not kook
promising. Are there no high luminosit y degenerate dwarf X-ray sources? If not, why
not?
Fran these brief remarks, it should be evident that we have only begun to explore
the nature of degenerate X-ray sources. We must rely on future X-ray astronormy
missions to provide the data needed to understand them. In the following section, we
outline the kind of instruments that would best advance our knowledge.
VI. OBSERVATIONAL NEEDS
a) High Throughput
Because degenerate dwarf X-ray sources are faint, the most important attribut^ of
any instrument designed to study then» effectively is high throughput. This requirement
implies that the instrument shouid have a large area and a low background rate. A low
background rate implies, almost inevitably, the necessity of a focusing instrument. A
focusing instrument is also desirable from the standpoint of source confusion, which
could be' a problem at lower energies.
b) Pointing Capability and Flexibility
A central characteristic of degenerate dwarf X-ray sources, like other compact X-
ray sources, is their time variability. They slow quasi -pe riodicities on time scales
ranging from several seconds to a thousand seconds, pulsing due to rotation periods
ranging from 33 to as much as 4000 seconds, flaring behavior, variability correlated
with the binary
 period, and, of course, the outbursts from which the cataclysmic
variables derive their name. Fbinting capability is essential for any instrument which is
to study them s(Jccessfully, and flexibility (so that one can move onto the source when
it goes into outburst, for example) is desirable.
c) Hard and Soft X-Ray Spectral Sensitivity
As we have seen, many, and perhaps all, degenerate dwarf X-ray sources have two
distinct components, one with Tbr
 > 10 keV and another with Tbb < 100 eV. As a result,
a soft X-ray capability is important and should extend dowin to at least 0.1 - 0.25 keV.
Conversely, a number of sources have hard X-ray spectra with temperatures as high as
30 keV (e.g., AM Her). Therefore a hard X-ray capability extending up to at least s 35
keV, and possibly beyond, would be highly desirable.
d) Broad-Band Spectral Measurements
Correlations between the shapes and intensities of both the hard and soft X-ray
components have been seen, for example, as a source declines from outburst. Although
many of these correlations are not yet understood, theoretical work indicates that they
are potentially a powerful source of information about the physical conditions in the X-
ray emission region, such as temperature, density, magnetic field strength, and mass
accretion rate. therefore broad band spectral measurements have been, and will
continue to be-, very useful.
e) Moderate Spectral Resolution
Further studies of the iron emission lines in these sources may yield information
atx)ut the X-ray emission region, the accretion flow, and the geometry of the binary
system. Other emission lines, if present, could provide similar information. All of them
may be broadened, either thermally or by Compton scattering. Studies of such ennission
lines require instruments with moderate (AA/A s 10 - 50) spectral resolution.
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